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FOREWOR

The Women's Bureau is pleased to have sponsored, alOng with the Panel on
Technology and Women's Employment of the National Research Council/National
ACademy of Sciences, a oonference to identify reaearch need@ related-to the
impact of automation on clerical workers. The ceoperative effort
demonstrates a partnership approach to eXploring ebOloyment opportunities as
well as any problems resulting from technology in the workplace. We now
share with the publie the proceedings of that ConferenCe which brought
together a number of rersons with expertise on employment and training
issues that affect workers directly and ultimately Our U.S. economy as well
as the competitive world market.

The need for continuing research to document the effects of technological
change on office workers, most of whom are women,Ais of particular interest
to the Women's Bureau in term of both formulating effective policies and
developing experimental programs. The conference was a significant step in
that direction and elicited information for launching further initiativas.

JILL HOUGHTON EMERY
Acting Director, Women's Bureau
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OVERVIEW

The I-day conference on hOw office aUtomation is affecting the work
lives and employment future of clerical workers was sponsored by the Women's
Bureau of the U.S. Departmentof Labor In cooperation with the Panel On
Technology and Women's Employment of the National Research Counoil/National
Academy of Sciences. It was held at the Academy in Waehington,*D.C., on
October 19, 1984. About:75 people were-invited to participate; they
represented government, peisate industry, Unions, educational institutions,
and other segMents interested in the subject of technological change and its
impact on the workplatte.

To capture the: mood of the conference an well as the similar and
diverse views expressed by participants, virtually all of this: report is
presented-in the format of excerpted remarks and quoted comments. The
remarks of panelists as well as the disoUssiona which took place in a
plenary aession and in workshops highlight salient issues related to women
clerical workers and office autoOation. They convey findings of research,
identify key issues in need of research, and share perceptions of the
experts.

Suggest one for research, including experimental programs, are
consolidated in the conoluding:tection, neimmrch Recommendations." These
include the workshop reports at well as the research ideas offered by
speakers in their remarks. Additional research-related concerns of
participants are summarized under HeOmments.

Appendixes include the conference agenda and a list of the
participmits.
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WELCOME TO THE ACADEMY
Roslyn Feldberg, Ph.D., Conference Chair
Panel On TeOhnOlogy and Women's Employnent

Committee on Women's Employment and Related SoOial issues
CommisSion on Behavioral and Social ScienCes and Education

National Research Council
Murray Research Center, Radcliffe College

"The Panel is engaged in a 2-year study of the impli-
cations of teohnological change for women's employment
and is focusing partiOularli ou'offiee automation and
information technologies."

On behalf of the Panel on TeOhnology and'Women's Employment, of whiell
I am a member, I welcome you to the National AcadeMy of SOiences and to this
eonference.

The Panel on Technology and WoMen's Employment operates under the
aegis of its parent comMittee, the Committee on Women's Employment and
Related Social Issues. This Committee exists, as the other Research CoUncil
committees do, to bridge the gap between scientifie researeh and public
pollOy. The mandate of the committee ia to introduce the results of
research int') the policymaking proceas, and it does so by carrying out
studies which are sponsored by varioUs government agencies.

The Panel is engaged in a 2-year study of the implications of
technological change for women's employment, and is focusing particularly on
office automation and information technologies. We are looking at overall
impacts cf these changes, as well as trying to be sensitive to the
differences between large factory offices and smaller, more individual
offices. The study is funded jointly by the Academy and the Women's Bureau.
Therefore, the cooperative efforts of putting on this conference with the
Women's Bureau is a wonderful opportunity to convt:,e a whole community of
researchers and others who are interested in the topic.

Today We will be asking questions to find out what we already know on
the topic from existing research, what we need to know, and what kinds of
research would be useful to answer the critical questions that are
outstanding. We will take the results of this conference back to our Panel,
and we hope It will help us in completing our study.



OPO_INWIG REMARKS
Lenora cole Alexander, Ph.D.

Director Women's Bureau

"Tbe Bureau has been keseping a careful eye on the
formidable progression of the computer-based tech-
nologies that have beea descending upon the American
workplace, and we have become concerned about the way
they have begun to altesier some of the patterns of
wonen's work in the 1 94160's.

It *Ls with great pleasureL--, that I welcome you to this important
conference on Women, Clerical Work, and Office Automation. In the Bureau we
feel that this topic is of singuBILar timeliness and importance for working
women, and we are delighted to spon_aor this conference with the National
Academy of Soiomen.

For wa number of years the tuau has been keeping a careful eye on the
formidables progression of the comanputer-based technologies that have been
descending upon the American work-plee, and we have become ooncerned about
the way timely have begun to alter Esorsime of the patterns of women's work in the
1 98010, peaff-ticulerly their impact oe=1. the millions of women who hold office
jobs and vaaarioua kinds of jobs acrozis the United States.

That is the reason why we liav convened this &roup of very outstanding
researehenx-a and experts. We want to hear your thoughts on the issues, and
our &len is to enure that the Aew ofice technologies, like the word and
data pro otE ening eystems, work to the advantage of women clericals and not
to their dIELsadvantage.

SpeczAfically we ask your 13.lp in defining the most critical issues
facing wnizelen in the electronic offineoe today, so that we in turn can pin-
point the kinds of information we amxust collect and disseminateinformation
which Call 132e used to develop sound r=2olicy recommendations here in Washinston
at the natilLonal level, at the commummity level, and in individual companies.

The VeWomenle Bureau has a long and distinguished history as a guardian
of women'se interests in relation to technological change and employment.
The agency actually evolved out of hanges, including technological ones,
that Wer brought about as a resessult of World War I and also changes
resulting =_*rovi the influx of women Ei.nto the labor force at that time.

Note:
Bureau.

Lenora Cole Alexander is no longer employed at the Women's
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In the 1920's and 19301s the Bureau madertook exhaumative studies of women in
white-collar jobs and their working eez,nditions, Thcmase studies helped to setstandards that guided legislation on women's splowirment for half' a century.For example, a study in the 1930's 10=3ked at women clericals in insuranceand publishing ritm, banks, inves---itment houses, and public utilities. Asubsequent study eManined some of the 113,000 offiot workers in those sameindustries in .sev'en cities. This r.esearch exams-tiled not only wages andtraining but alOo working ooscilions, inclu_ding the effects ormechanization. Since the last stally focusing on technology, which was inthe late 601s, many changes have cootie...red in the lia)or force. We have beena part of it; wei hsve witneased it. Many of ua bve made contributions tothose changes.

Today women ar i surging into be labor foro at the rate of nearly 1
million a year, and there are some 50 million women currently in the laborforce. Working patterns have otianmed. The two-nob couple has become the
rule rather than the exception, and time number of faveirailies headed hy women
has nearly doubled elate 1970. Vow-king mothers are much less likely toleave the labor force even whem faced witEra increasing family
responsibilities. ifonen's expeots=ions are alsom rising--and so is their
ense or entitlement-.but these eXpeactions are toaw. frequently checked bywomen's concentration in low levelw, undervalued .clerical jobs that arecharacterized by low pay, little if ovary chance for tward mobility, and lackof recognition.

To this add the new oomputer-hair-oad technology and the massive labormarket shifts of deekilling and re:31=1211m; that ao.company it, and you havethe situation that makes women far 1110P-we vulnerable tiMman ever before becausethe jobs they typically hold are the .eztnes most eusemetaptible to technological
change. Thue this conference, which i=a a keystone o" the Women's Bureau'snational initiative to provide ladership on OZeohnology and women'semployment issues, represents a new fo.iaus and thrust for the Bureau.

As many or you law, the Bureau Ekvas awarded a micontract to the NationalAcademy a Sciences which, through S_ts Panel on =eohnology and Women'sEmployment, will ottrry'out the first phase of that initiative. The Bureauplans to produce several Publications designed to inWorm specific audiences
about the changing office.

I ask you to be as painstaIcij t and conprehensive as possible in
drawing up your reClo endations at tlal end of todayrows workshops. This willhelp as to design our initiative so thmt it will iav the greatest impact on
women's work lives ELA:01 their econcesit Wuture. lour ovectommendations may easefear for the future or they may exa_inerbate the inxiety about office
automation already ita the minds of Wommen and men, lilatever the concensus of'this day is, the Women's Bureau has a varital self.intrest in your knowledgeand judgment.
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GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
Mary Murphree Ph.D., ConferenoS CoordinatOr

Women's Bureau

"It is an opportunity for scholars and researchers
committed to WomeWs iseuee to go on record with
what they see as critical issues facing working_
women, as they relate-to Changes being wrought by
the introduction of computer-based equipment."

A conference lika thIs can be an excellent event in a nunberofways.
It is an opportunity for people from a variety of academic disciplines and
organizations with varying research objectives to come together toexobange
information or, pure and simple, to talk shop. It is 6100 an OpptUnity
for many of you--the younger scholars and the older sonolera.-toonlarge
your research network. But most important, it la an epPortaity for
scholars and researchers committed to women's issues to go on re0Ord with
what they see as critical issues facing working women, aa theynaate to
changes being wrought by the introduction of computer-based equipment,

It is a day for frank discussion and tbo_ _tful dialogne, A panel
will put before you seven issues that we find preliminary researchintlicates
are critical. _Then, we will deal with the methodological protlene that
research on officemorkers inevitably entails--problems ranging froolaok Of
comparability of occupational clasZirications, problems of gettingenneas to
research sites, problems of measuring the work satisfaction and prdotivity
of secretaries,

As we work .oward achieving consensus in our research reoonnedations,
I urge you to keep two things in mind. Firet, consider the changenvrought
by word and data processing on the daily work lives 0f clerical workerS. In
our disoussions we should continually ask what.it is that woMennst and
what they feel increasingly entitled tosuch as good pay, bore Nobility,
challenging work, and occupational respect-and how doea eh-Attu want
intersect with what is occurring in Offices in relation to oomPuter-hased
equipment. Second, consider the need for policy development. Fora:ample,
which issues demand a policy response at the National level, the Rate and
local level, or at the level of the individual firm? What reeftrobneeds to
be done to inform policymakers at the appropriate level and howOni that
best be achieved?
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EMPLOYMENT PROSPECTS
Carol Jusenius Romero, Ph.D.

Economist, Nat2onal Commission for
Employment Policy

"There are two conflicting forces. The question
is: Will computer equipment be introduced so
rapidly and in such numbers that the forces
leading to inoreases in demand for workers are
overwhelmed by decreases in demand for workers
because of the higher productivity resulting
from computer-based equipment?"

Over the past few years word prooessors have been introduced into
offices, automatic tellers into banks, and robots onto factory floors. We
have been told that this is just the beginning, and that the "office of the
future" will have no paper or files. By implication, few typists,
secretaries,_ or file clerks will be needed. Further, because of robots the
factories of the future will have few workers. It is important, however, to
have an accurate scenario of the future demand for workers. Office
occupationsthe jobs in which women predominate--are being strongly
affected by computers. Education and training institutions as well as women
themselves need to know iu which areas training is likely to pay off in
terms of job opportunities.

In contrast to the bleak employment picture implied by the offices of
the future, statistics indicate that there will continue to be a demand for
clerical workers. According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS), there
were 16.4 million clerical/administative support workers in 1983. BLS
projections indicate that a decade from now clerical workers are likely to
number between 23.5 and 24.5 million, and will constitute about 19 percent
of all civilian workers. Clerical occupations such as bank tellers,
secretaries, typists, receptionists, and telephone operators are projected
to increase.

Why do BLS projections forecast increases in Clerical occupations
While others foresee few opportunities in the offices and factories of the
fUture? The first reason is that BLS projections consider economic growth.
Continued increases in the demand for products and services will increase
demand for workers and firms that produce them. Second, the forecasts
recognize that technological change typically makes firms more competitive
in international markets. This increased competitiveness increases the
demand for workers in the firma that produce the goods.

Computer equipment, of course, offsets theforces which work toward an
increased demand for workers. The equipment permits workers to produce more
than they could othervise: increased productivity.

So there are two conflicting Zorcea. The question is: Will computer
equipment be introduced so rapidly and in sU012 nUmbers that the forces

1 4



leading to increases in demand for workers are overwhelmed by decreases in
demand for workers because of the higher productivity resulting from
computer-based equipment?

To address this question we need first to look at the prices of the
different types of computer-based equipment. Robots cost $60,000 and up;
mainframes, about $1 million. At the other extreme, micros cost as little
as $1,500. Prices of the equipment are important because they in part
determine the rates at which firms will buy and use them. The more
expensive the equipment, the slower the rate of its adoption.

This point suggests a further questionwill minis and micros,
equipment used in offices, be adopted more rapidly than the more expensive
machinery that goes onto factory floors? A report sponsored by the National
Commission for Ehployment Policy, "Perpsectives on Technological Change:
Historical Studies of Four Major Innovations," sheds some light on this
question. The report isolates factors that serve to slow the rate of
diffusion of innovations. First, a period of gradual Improvement and
modification in new equipment is usually necessary before it is widely
adopted. Second, uncertainties about technological standards and the
incompatibility of equipment may encourage potential customers to wait until
these problems are resolved. Third, competition persists from the old
technologytypewriters, paper, and telephones are still with us. Fourth, a
period of exposure to the new equipment, or learning by using, is often
necessary before its full advantages are discovered.

Wore the paperless office of the future becomes a reality, a massive
netvork or infrastructure will need to be established within firms and among
firms. To illustrate this point, electronic communication is only as
efficient as the number of offices that have the equipment and the personnel
fully trained to use it, and all this takes time. Of course, there may be
rapid spread of individual stand-alone work stations, and the growth in
demand for typists may be slower than it otherwise would be. However,
revolutionary changes which drastically reduce the need for office personnel
are unlikely to occur.

, In the meantime, fo- information on the effects of computers On jobs,
We must rely largely on (1). case studies, (2) what we have learned from
history about diffUsion of innovations, and (3) employment projections such
as those of BLS. Data are needed on the speed with which computers are
spreading, how the equipment is being used, and in which oCcuv.tions it is
being used. New information is required to dispel the 6ukrent hyperbole
about the office of the future and to assure that public polloies are based
on facts, not fiction.

- 12-
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QUALITY OF JOBS
Bonnie M. Johnson, Ph.D.

Manager, Office Systems Development
INTEL Corporation

"We have a 5-year period that we can look at and
say, 'What happened to jobs during that time?' The
conclusions are many but one thing learned is that
the technology seemed to impact in a positive way
the self-image of people doing those jobs. . .k
major reason why some peoPle are resistent to
technolgy is fear not of the technology itself
but of being stranded.w

First I will Share some of the results of research I conducted between
1 981 and 1983, with a grant from the National Science Foundation, on the
implementation of word processing; then I will focus on a special program at
INTEL which provides equipment operators an opportunity for continuous
learning

The history of word processing in terms of jobs, spans about 5 years.
Word processing jobs came into existence in large numbers in 1 978 and went
out of existence essentially in 1983, as persOnal computers became so cheap
that instead of centralizing and creating word processing jobs, word
processors were simply distributed to secretaries. So we haVe a 5-year
period that we can look at and say, "What happened to jobs during that
time?w The conclusions are many, but one thing learned is that the
technology seemed to impact in a positive way the self-image of people doing
those jobs.

To examine the implementation of word processing, about 200
organizations were surveyed by 'telephone, 60 organiations by on-site visit,
and about 300 operators and maragers by mail questionnaires. The 300
operators were asked, How have you °hanged since learning word processing?
Eighty-one percent of them said that they were more likely to try new
things; they had come to think of themselves as more innovative. Fifty-two
percent said they were more likely to meet new people. Fifty-six percent
said they were more likely to demand a 17!%her salary. Silty-seven percent
of them said they were more career orientc and they were tore demanding in
seeking promotions. Almost across the board they said that they thought
better of themselves since they had learned to use word processing
equipment. That was true of those operators in distributed settings as well
as those in word processing center

We asked a whole series of questions about ergonomic issues--the glare
of the screen and backaches, for example--and found that their complaints
were much like the complaints of clerical workers regardless of technology.
The biggest complaint--by 43 percent of the operators--wss a lack of privacy
in the open offices. The second biggest complaint was a lack of storage.
The third--33 percent--was noise (also smoke), and tended to be greater for

- 13 -
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People in word processing centers. The fourth biggest complaint was a lack
of deaktop space.

We asked operators: "If you were to seek another job, what kind of
job would you want? Would you want another word processing job?" Eighty-
eight percent of them said, "Yes." We heard almost overwhelmlngly that they
would paver want to return to becoming the traditional secretary.

We heard the views of a lot of women who, for the first time, found
that they had jobs of their own. They could control their work pace, and
being able to exercise discretion was a large part of their satisfaction
with the job. Essentially we found that learning word processing seemed to
improve self-image, that the major complaints of space and privacy are not
new, and that the impact of technology was created mostly by the management
structure. Large centers (more than 5 operators) simply did not work out,
and the organizations disbanded them largely In their awn self-interest.

Turning now to my experience of implementing word processing
technology at DITEL--an organization that never had word processing centers
--my major effort has been to create continuous learning centers. A key
issue is that we have evidence which dhows that you must invest as much in
learning as you invest in equipment. That is about MOW per year per
person. That is about what a personal computer costs. That is about what
continuous learning costs.

In the program at INTEL clerical workers can get membership in a
continuous learning center. That means that they can go once or twice a
month for continuous training. In many word processing centers people are
constantly learning and training each other. But when machires are
distributed a special effort is needed to encourage and ensure continuous
learning. A major reason why some people are resistent to technolgy is fear
not of the technology itself but of being stranded. So we have experts who
assist the operators when problems arise. We made a commitment to the
operators that we are there to support them, and we found that as long as
people think they are not going to be stranded, they will use the equipment--
and their job satisfaction will increase with it.

Finally, I want to stress the importance of career ladders. Change
takes place in organizations when organizational decisionmakers think it is
in their best interests. So if we do not have research that ties in the
quality of jobs, career ladders, and racial nondiscrimination policies with
what companies have to gain in terms of the current investment and
productivity, we are just trying to push the ball uphill. Unless we can
show those kinds of relationships I don't think Federal policy is going to
get us very far at all.

- 14 -
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PAY EQUITY AND CAREER OPPORTUNITY
Judith Gregory

Research Associate, Department for
Professional Employees, AFL-CIO

"The po nt systems that are used for job evaluations
and for evaluation of Skills are crucially important
because the intellectual problem-solving nature of
clerical viork has traditionally been left out or not
given adequate attention in research. . ."

Office computerization is
pay equity has been building.
attention on career mobility
standing social goal of equal
and minority workers.

occurring at a time when the momentum for
It is also occurring at a time when there is
issues and what these mean for the long-
opportunity and affirmative action for women

The four areas on which I shall comment are:

o The intersections of pay equity and office automation, and the
research and debate on whether skills are upgraded or downgraded in relation
to automation;

o The critical importance of involving workers in their own
assessment of skills, as well as worker representatives' assessments of
skills, in the research and ongoing evaluation of changes related to office
automation;

o The organizational setting and conditions of work and how they
affect skills and career mobility;

o Career mobility and the importance of reinjecting affirmative
action and equal opportunity into the discussion on women' a employment And
technological change.

It is crucial to understand the intersections between pay equity and
office automation. There is eemingly contradictory research where one
study finds deskilling of clericAl work and another study finds upgrading.
More recent analyses describe a pattern of "Upskiiling but downwaging." We
need to identify more carefully the technological level of the company and
of the programs being undertaken.

There are short-term and long-term effects of changes. While
deskilling may occur tO an occUpation Or within the occupational structure
of a company, for individuals in that company the experience can be much
diff rent, and can be one of upward mobility.

In response to the second area of comment, a more dynamic way of
involving workers in the research and evaluation of what happens to skills
in computerization is by asking them: What were the skills they had been

- 15 -



using and which of those were recognized by their employer and rewarded?
Which of those faded away and which carried over when the job was changed
with new technology? Which of the new skills as well as skills that earried
over are recognized and rewarded? This process can help to identify what
new skills exist and which are valued or reflected in a person's paycheck.

The point systems that are used for job evaluations and for evaluation
of skills are of critical importance because the intellectual problem-
solving nature of clerical work has traditionally been left out or not given
adequate attention in research. This omission is one of the major reasons
for the chronic undervaluation of clerical work.

In the third area--the organizational setting and conditions of work--
studies show that skills and mobility of workers are very much related to
the latitude and support workers are given. So the narrowness or breadth
and depth of training and whether workers have the freedom and time to
experiment and develop skills and applications as fully as possible on,the
new systems is o7osely related to skills and mobility. Researchers have
also identified as a problem the increased distance between the designers of
systems and the people involved with the content of work. This has been a
problem, too, in the physical separation of clerical workers from the
departmental context of work, as in word processing pools and other
specialized, isolated units. Again, this is related to the underestimation
of the.intellectual nature of clerical work.

The fourth area is that of career mobility. What the job structure is
going to be in a given company and what the structure is going to be for the
office work force as a whole is still in flux and is being debated.
Research on the insurance industry has described a shift from previous
barriers related to discrimination which held back women and minorities to a
new kind of technological eneasing of barriers which thre6..ten to reduce the
mobility for women and minority workers in that industry. This has been
described also as a skill gap or a polarization of the work force. At
analysis of research is needed to determine what the company practices are
In various settings that contribute to that gap or polarization--not accept
it as a technological imperative--and what company practices provide
positive models to keep opportunities open.

I have emphasized areas where technology is in flux, and I want to
point to a counter example where there is transition and flux but highly
developed technology in the phone company. Research that has been done by
the Coalition of Labor Union Women indicates that women and minority
workers, minority women in particular, are often moved into positions that
may be transitional Or may be vulnerable especially to further change or to
elimination. This presents a more troubling piece of the puzzle, a picture
different from the more fluid and optimistic points I have discusaad.
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TRAINING AND RETRAINING
Joyce Dudley

Assistant Director, Education Fund
American Federation of State,

County, and Municipal Employees, AFL-CIO

"Basically, clerical workers are concerned about
having access to training, whether that training
is brought to them by their work setting or whether
they have to go out and search for that training
themselves."

I would like to bring two perspec ives to the discussion. As an
administrator in a labor union, I would like to bring some sense of the
pulse of workers, at least in New York City, and secondly, as a researcher
at New York University, I would like to express some .1: my thoughts on the
state of the art in terms of research and the implications of that research
for training.

Let us start with clerical workers and what their concerns are. They
are concerned about job loss, about contracting out when that does occur,
and about situations where individuals are brought into their work settings
and trained in lieu of training currently employed clerical workers. They
are concerned also about seemingly unfair processes in selecting individuals
for training or the lack of selection processes for training. Basically,
clerical workers are concerned about having access to training, whether that
training is brought to them by their work setting or whether they have to go
out and search for that training themselves. These concerns may be
indicative of the fact that the implementation of office automation is in
transition and therefore some structures are not in place in work settings.

Office automation has basically redefined the relationship of office
workers to their jobs, and this has called for attitudinal changes on the
part of clerical workers. They find themselves in settings that are In a
transition phase, where they oan no longer predict either their work roles
or their interactions with other people, so they have to use other types of
skills. It callzi for proactive attitudes rather than passive or reactive
attitudes.

Note: Since the time of the conference, Joyce Dudley has assumed the
position of Deputy City Personnel Director, New York City.
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Now let us look at some of the myths that are behind some of the
conceptions that clerical workers and others have about office automation.
One myth is that word processing and computer technology are difficult. ButVery often the difficulty relates to work setting issues and to the way
implementation occurs. Another myth is that skilln required to do well in
office automation are gender related. ThiS mi5conception may have arisen
from informal discussions about new types skills that Are needed in
automated office settings, and clerical workers assume that there are
certain gender issues involVed in doing well in technological settings.
This, of course, Is not true. The third myth centers around technophobia.
Women are basically not so mut% afraid of technology as they are fearful of
what technology threatens to do to their job stability and job security. So
the teohnophonia seems not to be a phobia in relation to the teehnology
itself, but to the implementation. Another myth is that office automation
is a ticket to mobility and a ticket out of a career rut. It is not always
a ticket out of that rut.

What are the training needs? Research has shown that there are two
types of training that must occur. On one level there is a need for
technical training of people in specific areas of office automation, and at
another level there is a need for broadbased nontechnical skills training
required for automated office settings. We also need to train for
flexibility. We need to make it clear that training will not stop once
women isP,rn the new types of work. Changes in the work setting brought onby teohnology will continue. In addition, we need training that is
sensitive to the developmental and life stage needs of the trainee.

What is behind these needs? Clerical workers basically adapt to
technology in three ways They adapt to specific skills and tasks, to the
technology and equipment, and to work roles and environments.

A reeent study by the Rand Corporation showed that the most critical
problem in itplementing an advanced office automation system lies not in the
teohnology itself but in basic oharacteristics of the organizationhow the
organization is structured, bow it responds to change, and how it considers
the huMan factors involved in office automation. Therefore, in training and
retraining women for new technologies, their ability to oritique, evaluate,
and analyze their work settings is a critical issue. We have to train women
to be proactive, so that along with technological skills they have a broad-
based understanding of bow office automation is affecting their entire
organization and what role there is for them.

What has research to date shown? Research has clustered around three
areas. The first area is in identifying the skills needed for success in
word processing. Studies have pointed again to two types of skills--the
technical skills including typing and the grammatical and language art
skills; and the nontechnical Or human relations skills such as listening,
negot1ating4 interacting, and mediating skills. in the second area,
researchers have highlighted other human factors involved in the successful
implementation of a Word processing program, including strong motivational
and attitudinal levels on the part of the wOrkers and a supportive
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management base. The third area of study recommends that training programs
for clerical workers, whether in word processing or otherwise, should
include human factors, automation, and information management skills.

There are some questions that we need to ask. For example, when the
studies outline skills needed te be successful in word processing, how are
they defining that satisfaction or that success? What is the relationehip
between satisfaction in word processing and length of employment or the time
between the implementation of word processing and that particular study?
What de we need in order to develop more effective training programs?
think we need research that tells us how people adapt to technology at
different stages of the implementation process. The results of evaluating
job satisfaction or the skills needed by word processors if the system has
been inplemented in an organization for only 6 months or 1. year will be
different from the organization that has bad word processing for 2 or 3
years.

We also need research that concurrently looks at personality and work
environmenta factors to clarify the relationship between the two. For
example, how does the personality type of clerical workers affect the
implementation and design of office automation systems? We also need
research that looks at the interaction between work environments,
implementation models, and the worker personality characteristics. Finally,
we need case study research and longer range research to tap the individual
experiences of clerical workers during this period of rapid change.

At the community level, we need to disseminate information and
continue to have forums to discuss the issues. As the Task Force on Women
in Office Automation in New York City does, we need to take information out
to clerical workers, as well as to managers and supervisors in the clerical
sector, to keep these issues alive and to encourage clerical workers to take
more proactive approach to office automation. We need counseling

programs, both at work settings and in community settings, that encourage
clerical workers to make decisions on where they fit into the technological
scene. Office automation is hut one small part of the larger course of
change that is aweeping through the world of work at a rapid and steady
pace. When we think about training, we must do so in a way that encompasses
this important factor. We must train for technology, but we must also train
for those skills that will enable office workers to continue to adapt
comfortably t, change.



EMPLOYMENT DISCRIMINATION IN TODAY'S AND TOMORROW'S ECONOMY
Thierry Noyelle, Ph.D.

Research Scholar, Conservation of Human resources
Columbia University

EEOC first addressed the issue of equal opportunity
it focused on opening internal labor markets to women
and minority workers to correct for past discrimination.
This strategy is losing strength, however, because the
importance of internal labor markets is weakening for
two major reasons . . the rise of higher education
and technological change."

There always have been fundamental linkages between t aining
opportunities and employment opportunities. The EEOC has traditiomaly
focused on such linkages to develop strategies that can help women and
minority workers improve their positions in the labor market. Today,
hawever, the linkages are changing from what they were in the 1960's and
1970's. The changes came from at least two major forcesthe expansion of
higher education and technological change.

In recent years a number of researchers, including myself, have
attempted to understand what is changing in the way companies train and
promote people. My own focus has been on service industries, which have
been among the fastest growing sectors of the economy and are those where
the great majority of women and minority workers are employed. During the
1950's and 1960's the principal routes for mobility were through internal
labor markets, that is, through job ladders that were primarily firm-based
or industry-based structures. This was the case in both manufacturing and
service industries. In the insurance industr, for example, Young workers
would enter as messengers, move up to statistical clerk or claims clerk
positions, eventually to policy taker or assistant underwriter positions,
and possibly even higher. In department stores, workers entering as stock
clerks moved onto the floor, perhaps became commissioned salespersons,
department managers, or even buyers.

When EEOC first addressed the issue of equal opportunity it focused on
opening internal labor markets to women and minority workers to correct for
past discrimination. This strategy is losing strength, however, because the
importance of internal labor markets is weakening for the two major reasons
I mentioned earlierthe rise of higher education and technological change.

In 1960 only 10 percent of the population between 25 and 29 years of
age had gone to 4-year colleges. Today this share has risen to 25 percent.
In between there has been a radical transformation In the makeup of the
labor supply and, in turn, a transformation on the part of companies in the
way they hire and in the way they promote people. In earlier years the
internal promotion procedures were used by firms to move "non-exempt"
workers into professional and managerial positions. But as larger numbers
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of young people went to college, more and more companies responded by
hiring college-trained people straight into managerial and professional
positions, resulting in a weakening of the traditional ties between those
upper level jobs and lower level posLtions.

The other change, which is relatively more recent, has to do with the
introduction of the new computer-based technology, which is having a very
dramatic impact on the division of labor. The thrust of the impact of the
new technology is on the middle range of the occupational structure.
Several things have happened.

First, what used to be diffe_ent jobs are often becominz more and more
similar as some of the tasks associated with them are computerized. For
example, the jobs of bank clerks working on electronic fund transfers,
insurance clerks working on claims, or ticketing agents working for airlines
are becoming increasingly similar even though they are in different
industries. In short, there is a tendency toward homogenization and
universalization of skills across a very broad range of Lndustries. Skills
are becoming more generic. This is acting to push companies to externalize
training which is a key issue in achieving mobility.

A second observation is that technological change is often leading to
some degree of upskilling if only because it permits elimination of the
lowliest jobs through automation. In back offices, for example, automation
has eliminated the need for paper files, hence the need for file clerks. In
that sense, automation has had a negative impact on youth, since many of the
tasks that youth did when entering an industry aee the very tasks that have
been automated. In many back offices (insurance, banking, public sector
agencies, etc.) the threshold for the entry level has been raised, often to
a 2-year community college diploma or equivalent degree.

A third observation is that automation in service firms has opened
options for companies to move work out of the very large cities into the
suburbs or to smaller size cities. This has tended to have a negative
impact on the minority poptilation which resides overwhelmingly in the inner
cities of large metropolitan areas. Firms that are moving their back
offices are typically going to two kinds of areas: where they can link up
with a community college which will help them to prepare a new group of
workers, both young and old; and where they can already find a akilled labor
pool, typionily in suburbs where they can hire middle-aged white women.
There are also examples of oompanies moving to areas that have very large
military installations, where they can hire retiring military clerks willing
to put in a few more years of work. These workers have limited expectations
due tO their age, which is important beeause, as I said earlier, those jobs
are increasingly less linked to opportunities for upward mobility within the
firm.

To conclude, there is bot:1 a sharp rise in the threshold of skills
demanded from people entering the new jobs and an increasing tendency for
firms to hire trained personnel directly from the external labor market
rather than trying to train people internally. Hence we must figure out new
ways or linking equal opportunity in the workplace with issues of access to
and discrimination in education, particularly in higher education. Short of
this, the EEOC effort in the workplace is in danger of losing its strength.
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WORKING CONDITIONS: HEALTH, SAFETY, AND STRESS
Barbara Cohen

Research Psychologist, National Institute for
Occupational Safety and Health

"If organizations don't begin to tr at their
support staff as individual human beings instead
of as just another part of the automated system,
the sad reality may be that we will experience a
great deal more stress-related illnesses among these
workers."

Since the time of the ancient Greeks, philosophers have declared that
the mind and body are two separate entities. Society is still having a
difficult time seeing the mind and the person as one whole human being. If
there are any symptoms of illness we inquire, "Is this physical or
psychological?" We are not internally convinced that the two are so
inextricably entwined that one cannot help but affect the other. But this
is starting to change as we are hearing more about the mind being used as a
viable method in combatting illness. The understanding and the acceptance
of this holistic concept is enabling us to understand what an important part
stress plays in our lives, from the quality of our lives to how long we
live.

Stress is a particularly important issue for women for many reasons,
not the least of which is the rapidly changing expectations of women's
roles. As we know, Well over half of all women work in paid ocoupations,
and many work at home as well. At work they face all of the same stresses
as men do--the aggravation and hassles--but in addition they face stresses
that are unique to working women.

Aside from one's genetic makeup, women's poor economic status may well
be the single most significant determinant of health and well-being. There'
are serious synergistic effects of not being able to buy nutritional food or
enough food; of living in a home that is unsafe or lacks enough heat; of
having poor access to health care; and of not having sufficient time and
meney to obtain that health oars or even to fill badly needed prescriptions.

I have been speaking about vomea in general but too often these
problems refer to clerical workers in particular because these workers (Who
comprise about one-third of all working women) are typically in low biome
brackets. Many clerical workers are the sole financial support of the
family and two-thirds of married clerical workers' husbands earn under
$10,000 a year.

A big myth, usually characterized by the first question I am asked
when speakinz about office automation to groups other than office workers
is, "What are those ladies who are lucky enough to have a job in a niee
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clean office oomplaining about'?" The reality of how clean and safe those
offices are is discussed in the book Human As'ecte of_Office Automation. It
covers many aspects of office automation and how they impact on a human
being.

Another Myth. Office automation eliminates repetitious and tedious
tasks, freeing the office worker for more enriching tasks. The reality is
that in too many organizations office automation generates more tedium and
Rib fragmentation. Some office workers only put in data, and if they make a
mistake, someone else's job is to correct it. This kind of asse=171yline
production is not very conducive to having pride in the final product. The
workers have complained about feeling more like an extension of the machine
rather than a human being.

A third myth. Automatio equipment will increase productivity to such
an extent that clerical workers can then be promoted to more satisfying and
better paying jobs. That is possible, but in most instances such promotions
have been sparse. More frequently, there has been a downgrading because now
the work is easier and former skills are no longer needed. In other
instances jobs have been eliminated BO that the worker loses her job to the
very machine that she just learned to maSter.

Sometimes even increased productivity is a myth. It is not that
automated equipment does not have the potential to increase productivity
substantially. It certainly does. However, there are many administrative
factors that defeat this potential. For example, because the changes are
perceived as so easy to make, people giving work to clerical staff feel free
to make more and more changes. So what occurs is the same paper getting out
more times, not more productivity. A final myth is related to this. It is
surprising how little many managers understand about the capability of the
equipment they have just purchased. They believe you touch a button here
and a button there and presto you have the report. They do not understand
that it takes skill to get tables and graphs, for example, to come out just
right on the paper. This Is extremely frustrating for the clerical worker,
and it brings about misunderstandings between the secretary and the
supervisor. Because of the way many women have been socialized, rather thAn
express anger or frustrations, they keep their feelings bottled up which can
be unhealthy. They also fear losing a job which they need very badly, and
that, too, is detrimental to one's health.

Studies indicate that clerical workers have a large perc ntage of
muscle ache, tension headaches, depression, anxiety, and in a certain group
of clerical workers, increased coronary heart disease. If organizations
don't begin to treat their support staff as individual human beings instead
of as just another part of the automated system, the sad reality may be that
we will experience a great deal more stress-related illnesses among these
workers.
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WOMEN AND HOME-BASED WORK
Kathleen Christiansen, Ph.D.

Associate Director, Center for Human Environments
City University of New York, Graduate School

"Home-based work is less than ideal when pursued as
a oompromise between earning a living and taking
care of the family."

The forces driving the development of home-based work in the United
States are strong. Current technology could allow millions of information-
based professional and clerioal jobs to be done outside the central office,
either at home or elsewhere. Corporate management has found that home-based
work is good for business. In pilot programs it has been found to increase
productivity,'decrease office costs and staff turnover, and increase the
corporation's ability to attract desirable employees. Although there are
countervailing forces to the development of home-based work, such as the
concerns of labor unions, overall the forces are converging to create a
climate that is favorable to working at home. It is within this climate
that I want to talk about home-based work as an issue for women.

Sixty percent of all women with children under the age of 18 now work.
Yet the social realities of the 1980's make it extremely difficult for them
to earn a living and to care for their family.

Home activity budgets have shown that women continue to assume ma or
responsibility for the housework and care of the children, regardless of
whether they are working. These women also face limited opportunities for
child care. A recent report by the Children's Defense Fund showed that
nearly 6 million children under the age of 13 who are in need of child care
currently are not known to have it. Yet, most of the women who now work not
only want to work, they need to work, and they need to find optimal
satisfying arrangements for combinins work and family.

Home-based work which can involve computers and computer technology is
often promoted as an ideal alternative to these women. They can earn money,
and they can take care of their children at the same time in the same place.
Yet, how ideal is home-based work for these women, and according to whom is
it ideal?

Although some articles in the press point out the downside of home-
based work, by and large the work arrangement is promoted as basically an
optima/ way for women to work and take care of their children. The Federal
Government has promoted home-based work in several ways, one of which is the
Labor Department's efforts to lift the ban on knitted outer-wear Made at
home. A bill, the Family Opportunity Act, has been introduced in the 98th
Congress which would give tax credits for home computers that are used for
either work or educational purpOses.
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Underlying the promotion of home-based work are several assumptions.
The first assumption is that women want to work at home to care for theirchildren. This shows up consistently as the main reason why women are
working at home, but I think we have to place this "choice" in the context
of the social realities. What are women's alternatives? And how much do
they want to work there? A recent study indicates that as the num:mir of
children decreases, the number or hours a person wants-to work at home
increasee; as the number of children increases, the number of hours fAlat a
person wants to work at home decreases. This holds for either sex.

The second assumption is that women take care of their children while
they work. My research strongly indicates that most women do not. They
tend to work when their children are asleep or gone. If the children are
awake and around, clerical women take care of their children while they
work, whereas professional and managerial women are more apt to use
supplemental child care. Is that because clerical women want to take care
of their ohildren while they Work? Is it because the structure of theirwork makes it easier for them to take care of their children? Or is it
because they do not'make enough money and have no other options? As a
corollary to my research, another study of over 90 women who work at home ineither sales or office-related work found that there were two major
determinants for womenla satisfaction of working at home. One was the
availability of a separate work space, either a desk or an office, and the
other was the availatAlity of adequate, affordable child care. These women
were satisfied working at home to the extent that they could draw on other
types of chid care, either from family members, day care centers, or
babysitters.

The third assumption underlying the promotion of home-based work is
that women like it. They like it better than not working at all. Women
say, "X like working at home. It is better than not working at all, and it
is better than being a full-time homemaker." For a comparison group, these
women look to homemakers not to women who work outside the home.

Another point that makes it somewhat questionable as to how well
women like working at home has to do with how they interpret their
experiences. Studies have found that women who work at home experience more
social isolation than do men who work at home, and the speculation is that
this is because women are more likely to work at home as a compromise
between child care and earning a living, whereas men may be working at home
more as a lifestyle preference and as an expression of a certain personality
type. Another point has to do with the fact that stress is a major cost of
working at home, and its intensity seems to be associated with the degree of
family responsibilities.

In summary, home-based work is less than ideal when pursued as a
compromise between earning a living and taking care of the family. The
women oftentimes feel isolated, stressed, and, if they are professional
women, as if they are sacrificing their career. The research also explodes
the myth that i;omen can work at home and easily take care of their children.
Research of every type is needed to answer such questions as: Who is
working at home and under what conditions? At the micro level, in terms of
their own psychology, how do they feel about it? What kinds of stresses do
they experience? At the macro level, how viilnerable is this group in terms
of pay and other working conditions?
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GROUP DISCUSSION

"The strategic issue . . for clerical work is to
envisage what are the potential divisions of labor.
Faye Duchin Institute for Economic Analysis, New-_= 7-
York University.

I would like to make two points--one about job prospe ts and the other
about the division of labor, yhIch I think is one of the strategic issues.
With respect to job prospects, I corroborate the impression I have given in
my work that by the year 1990 we will'probably have more clerical jobs than
we have today. But my study also goes on to the year 2000 and finds that In
the 90's, while we have been very conservative in our assumptions about
technological change and we assume lots of growth, there will be a
contraction rather than an expansion of clerical workers. The reason for
this forecast is very concrete, because not until the late SO's are we going
to see the stand-alone automated office equipment absorbed into integrated
text and data processing information systems. That change will disrupt the
kinds of functions that are used in an office, and that gets into the
subject of the distribution of labor. What is involved here are the tasks
that are carried out not only by clerical workers but also by managerial
workers and by computer professionals. One purpose of a course I teach
about computers in the School of Public Administration is based on the
percepton that even if managers are not going to be working with the
computer they need to understand information systems; the managers will be
able to do for themselves the tasks that computer professionals would
provide. The strategic issue, then, for clerical work is to envisage what
are the potffiatia divisions of labor.

"The same characteristics of technology that make
it possible to work at home also make it possible to
work outside the United States." Vary Coates, Office
Of Technology Assessment.

I would like to add a couple of Issues to the agenda. One is that the
same characteristics of technology that make lt possible to work at home
also make it possible to work outside the United States. The export of
clerical work oLn be done overseas in the Caribbean countries where there is
very low pay but English-speaking workers. It is already going on to a
small degree, but it could get to be important in the future, and there is
almost no empirical data about what is happening. The second issue is the
differential effects of technology on older women clerical workers. To what
extent are they not gaining equal access to training opportunities? What
happens to the woman who is doing work at home on a computer, usually piece
work? Does dile have a benefits plan or is she going to be one of a new
class of disadvantaged people when ahe reaches retirement age?-- because if
she cannot afford child care She probably cannot afford an IRA either.
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"The issue of labeling office workers who use technology
needs to be explored. People who are skilled machine
operators might consider calling themselves that."
$grethe Olson, Professor, New York University.

An item for the research agenda that was alluded to is potential
changes in supervision of jobs. It Is critical that we look at the types of
measures that are coming out of technology, and the potential to move this
technology to piece rates. Another issue is electronic monitoring. An
important issue directly related to that is the technology itself and the
way it is designed. We have to question some of the value systems that are
designed into technology that permit it to have capabilty for electronic
monitoring and excessive measuring. In certain European countries these
types of capabilities are illegal.

I have two more observations. The labeling of office workers who use
technological equipment needs to be explored. People who are skilled
machine operators might consider calling themselves that. I am not sure
what :and or Implications that woUld have, except that it would tie skilled
machine operators in offices perhaps to skilled machine operators in
factories, where people are paid substantially more for being a skilled
machine operator. The other observation relates to the kinds of offices that
clerical workers are in, such as insurance and banks. Some offices tend to
be very low In status within organizations. They are way down In the
hierachy, and the office itself has no power. Other office clerical workers
are in jobs as support people in higher level orrice's that may have
professional or managerial people, and they are the low status people inthose high status offices. Those offices may be concerned with satisfyingthe needs of engineers, writers, or other professionals, and the needs of
clerical people simply are not taken into account.

"In a study on garment workers . . women who used
12 needles On the machine were still called unskilled
Vorkers." aiatiSi Goodman Conferen Co-Coordi-1 o
Women's Bureau (Consultant).

In reference to the machine and the factory--in a study on garment
workers that I did, I found that the women who used 12 needles on the
machine were still called unskilled workers. I don't think the issue is
just factory versus clerical. I think the issue is what happens with the
labeling.

No need to look at the entire functions taking place
in any partiOular work setting and how those functions
are likely to be distributed." Barbara Baran,
Department of City and Regional Planning, 11- varsity
of California.



When we address the issue of' clerical work we ehou/d pull back -'2.0m

just talking about clerical work and start to look at the transformatioa= of
white-collar work in general in an office place. I am looking at the
insurance industry, ead one of the important things going on there is the
automation of profbasional work. What that means, in part, is decresed
mobility for women in those companies. Because low-level professional sL-zork
is disappearing, low level clerical work is disappearing also, so on =mime
levels there is a generalized upgrading of clerical skills. We need to look
at the entire functiGis taking place in any particular work settinz and how
those functions are likely to be distributed.

nr. . We want to be careful not to second guess what
an individual woman worker may like to do. If it is

not an ideal option, maybe it is the preferred option.
Ideal may not necessarily mean the best but better than
what else is available." Kristine Iverson, U.S. Senate
Committee on Labor and Human He

One comment on the homework issue--and this you can. interrapret

generically. In trying to determine what is an ideal situation for wz=pmen
workers, we want to be careful not to second guess what an individual viroman
worker may like to do. If it is not an ideal option, maybe it is t.ife
preferred option. Ideal may not necessarily mean the hest but better than
what else is available. We are talking about creating opportunity. So rhen
we talk about quality of work, I think it is extremely important mt., ffactor
opportunity into the discussion, but I think we want to be carefa bow
we factor it in to avoid making judgments on what individual wor.m worcers
might prefer relative to what else is available.

"My concerns are that homework not be promoted .

in lieu of other alternatives." Kathleon Christensen,
Center for Human Enviromnents, City University of' New

York.

I agree that homework is an option, and I agree that within o.---ther
alternatives it will probably be preferred by many women. My concerns are
that homework not be promoted without critical examination of what the
effects on the women are, and that it not be promoted in lieu of o/Mber
alternatives. The reality is that women are going to work at home, s_nd I
think any attempts to say, "no they cannot," are unrealistic. I think what
we have to go in two direotions--one of' which is hoW can we best protect- the
worker in the home under a variety of conditions and how can we also cremate
other alternatives so that womenfs choices are`not as constrained as they
are now. I am not against homework. I am for other alternatives for maMcing
it the best condition possible for women when they do want to work there

"There are areas which have had a management
explosion--an explosion of lower management and
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er levels of supervision that are predominantly
women." _Karen Sacks, Research Direotor, Business
and Professional Women's FoundatiOn.

I want to follow up on an earlier comment. As the insurance industry
seems to have an absent middle, there are areas which have had a management
explosion--an explosion of lower management and lower levels of supervision
that are predominantly women. If you look at the kinds of work that these
women are actually doing, much of it is clerical work, and to a certain
extent they seem tO be replacing clerical workers. This relates also to the
point about channeling labor markets. We are finding that these kinds of
developments are adversely impacting on minority and working class women
across industries in a much more severe manner than they had before.

"If the training Participants cannot spell and can
hardly type, and are not used to coming to work on
time, it doesn't make any difference how magic the
machine is." Howard Jenkins, representing
Opportunities Industrialization Center (OIC) and
OneAmerica Corporation.

Hy first comment concerns training that is not only technical but also
broad' based and nontechnical in nature, and that relates to the work situa-tion and human relations and motivation. If the training participants
cannot spell and oan hardly type, and are not used to coming to work ontime, it doesn't make any difference how magic the machine is. So there isstill a great need for the nontechnical approach to training. My secondcomment: In the training at OneAmerica we try to instill in clerical
workers the importance of their role in using the mach:Ines so that they are
not strictly taking handwritten material and transposing it on the machine,
but that they may feel there is a better way to structure the letter.
Perhaps a small business Would be a good place to have the initial training,because we have the time and the incentive to take entry level persons andtrain them. Hence they will have the loyalty to stay with the company andwe can help them grow. So I am promoting the training aspects of women inthe field of automation.

"I don't think bringing homework back does this
country any good or especially the women any good;
I don't believe it is a viable or desired option."
William Hoffman, Professional, Technical & Salaried
Conferenoe Board, IDE, AFL-CIO.

The industrial revolution didn't start yesterday, it started some timeago. We have spent a lot of time doing away with homework, and now thereare peo_ trying to pass bills to bring it back to the home. I don't think
bringing homework back does this country any good or especially the women
any good; I don't believe it is a viable or desired Option.
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"What we have to look at is not only the conditions of
automated offices within the home but also the nature
of clerical work within the factory setting."
Eileen Boris1 Department of History, Howard University.

I -want to address the issue of homework in a slightly different way,
that is, the interrelation between electronic homework and automation within
the off-ice setting itself. What we have to look at is not only the
conditioycis of automated offices within the home but also the nature of
clerical_ work within the factory setting. It is that interrelation which,
hiaterially, the various regulations were fought against for factory
standareas. We also have to be concerned about the impact of women's work
within he home in terms of' women's positions within society, and the
aoseeiaion of women with home and children to the very options women have
*Whin tl=te automated faotory.

". . In virtually every sector, regardless of what
skills are required to do the job, employers want
broadly skilled workers . Timothy Hunt, W.F.
Upjohn Institute for Employment Research.

In trying to place dislocated workers and minority group people in
State erica local jobs in the Michigan area, the surprise, in 1984, was that
tbe publ_ lo sector was not necessarily receptive to hiring these people.
what is 1.-aing on in the insurance field and other industries is also going
or in go-vernment itself. Here, too, the employers want workers with higher
skills, more abilities. They would look at the qualifications of these
workers and say basically, "we don't want them." Apparently in virtuallyevery sctor, regardless of what skills are required to do the job,
es:Meyer-a want broadly skilled workers to fit in with the offices and to
gain sora assurance that the workers are going to stay in those jobs.

"Black women particularly come to . . technical
change from a historical position of aspiration, not
of last resort which is the way the white middle class
lias approached clerical work." Mary Fillnore, Chestnut
Hill, Massachusetts.

I twoope that people will be mindful of the differential ilepact on women
or aolor cif all the issues that we are discussing. Black women particularly
come to this whole bubiness of technological change from a historical
position of aspiration, not of last resort which is the way the white middle
olaes ha m. approached clerical work. So I think it is really Important that
we keep t.bat foremost.

"Clerical workers . . are unhappy that the skills
-they are acquiring in oomputer-related tasks are not
reflected in their job categories either toward pay
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or in terms of their title.* Valerie_Carter, Oradu e
Student, Department of Sociology, University of
Connecticut.

I woad like to raise the issue of pay equity and it relateS to
oz-ffice automation. It has to do with job categories. A numberofolerleal
wer4orkers that I have talked with in my preliminary research are uaapPy that
taDhe skills they are acquiring in oomputer-related tasks are not reflected JLn
tM3heir job oategorieS, either toward pay or in terms of their tItle, Until
tEnhe pay categories and job categories are revised to reflect thoschWagfto,
tHalaeir Wills are going to be only informally recognized by officesWms.

"In the support for homework as an alternative for
women to work at home, we must be careful that it
does not detract from major effOrts to cure the real
problem as I see it--A lack of quality day care.*
Dennis Chaaot, Department for Professional Employees,
AFL-CIO.

One of the things to keep in mind as policy options are made is that
th=ae options are stated in such a way that they do not detract from othar
AC=ativities. One example is the question of homework. Whether there is cxr
iSE3 not a need for it has been discussed back and forth. We cannot ignore
ttne historical realities of why eertain work has been banned inthe past,
st=3d we should not ignore what is happening in the foreign experieme, whiah
Weems not been discussed very much. For example, the Swedes ere developing sun
snmormous system of quality day care. They have a very large parentage oxf
tb=leir Women working, not just in women's jobs. Why can't we dothet bora?
Imam. the support for homework as an alternative for women to work Athame, ere
mumust be careful that it does not detract from major efforts to cure the resa
pr-io.oblem as I see it--a lack of quality day care.

,"The kind of research suggested will Allow us to
rethink things, not the least of which is invisible
labor." Beniaeat AMIcki III, Office of Technology
Assessment.

One important question is, How do we articulate the type ofapproacam
thz.Lat is being championed with a broader national public policy? Thekind
re----zsearch suggested will allow us to rethink things, not the leake wh.iodo

invisible labor. How we draw up a job description has tremendous imPort
fe.wr comparable worth and pay equity, for racial equity, for gerderequity-,
se well as for redefining productivity.
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INTROMUCTION OLD- KEYNOrE SPEAKER
C1inton.z. Wright

Deputy , Women's Bureau

frWe see in her work all_ indications of a strong
professional. co itsent not only to her subject
and its new machinery b----ut more important to the
people who use the rnach_i_nes.er

What I have already experience--d here today is almost unbelievable for
me, and I know there is laud iner to come. I express thanks to all those
persons at the Academy end at the Bureau who worked very hard to bring
together this conference. 7oday W - are realizing the fruits of their labor.
Rat even more Important we bye gres__-t expectations that today's input and
output from all of the participanta --will bear fruit in the days ahead.

You have been invite4 to ident_Afr the major issues primarily because
of your expertise, and also becat=se of your concern and commitment to
working women. I know that thia is not an easy task, but a credentialed
group such as yours is decidedly u; to the job. You include women as well
as men. Some of you are scholars who are doing pioneer research on the
subject of wOmen and computer.hased -t--echnologar. You come from academia, the
corporate world, unions, wctments advelliocacy gxoups, and government agencies.
And I am pleased to say that our kenote speaker has had experience in moat
of those areas.

Dr. Eleanor Wynn has idpresive skills that she has acquired and
applied in a wide variety of settAngs. She is an expert in research,
planning, and evaluation of teminhnical office systems. Indeed, her
experience includes those of resesercrcher, educator, anthropologist, and
international affairs specialia t. name ls a prolific: writer whose works have
been published widely in teohnicaLa. journals. We see in her work all
indications of a strong professions commitment not only to her subject and
its new machinery but more laportant- to the people who use the machines.
Ordinarily the users are linen, eTscir women, the women the Bureau exists to
serve.

Note: Since the time of theCoflterece, Clinton H. Wright has ret red from
the Women's Bureau.



KEYNOTE SPEECH

ii AUTOMMTION: A BRIEF HISTORY OF THOUGHT
Eleanor Wynn, Ph.D.

Knrget Arznalyst, Bell Northern Research

rizatin does not mean a change for the worse.
treftv, it can be enhancing to the tasks

:selves and to the people doing them. However,
walees eheialtrice of being a net improvement to

the trganizati=1 if the degree of 'granularity*
tiecdtsdfor 03,03-:.ysis, that is, the level of detail
Wralleble to thtie task worker, is ignored.

I oUO iikts to prestoz=t some of my observations made over the last 9
or 10 yea,---o f experiwift ce with the subject of society and computer
technology. too of thouizaghts have been reflections on how other people
Seerned to ilt131141 $bout thlalm: subject: the ways I saw participants in office
Abrvontionf t7ctb 'vendors a11c1-0 "users," attempting to conceptualize a change
o fhis restrittleliencl tryi--j--ng to 'devise strategies for managing it to their
adnantage. iktat t aw eoriorned me as an anthropologist, because it has
De4fiapPesebt tjtet the ist.ck of sociological scope and theoretical
PereqediVe tha MO of par -trzacipants bring to a major social transformation

tihie izsfzit- Eit aPtdiation ottia effective solutions. At the same time, mast of
t.110 People iftbkt X Ire obasved have clear and valid views about events
oaocia to tli=zteraL, the,/ giv"--we themselves too little credit. So, much of the
etailtion otans ti1t J availebzole to be applied is negleoted. In other words,

.ttemptill==1,g t Weeeptuali-2-ze about social issues relating to technology, I
litortiv Nen vist-tioipa.ntg leap to poorly formed high-level concepts, while
t -the atiitrt=2-0 tike faillmas to credit their own and others' first hand

obowvation 04c eitilk-relatod I details that they really know about.

coneet4.013-%aition is A-I. major issue in every aspect of computerization.
ftrkft of etswerizatiozon is totally different from mechanization, the
previous teessitchrtslay revolualtion, in that mechanization was almost "all
rwctieret" tkillsfetreattlei suiputerization places a major emphasis on software. In
tittrdwaro, c=z1vee atedie is 0..a.st, the organization is constrained both by its
Ptiflsioal cteo e and its ozwriginal design. Softwaro is concepts. Although
tlasee are _ar tieoltice-Psed limitations, software allows an incredible
if%rt%ity or =;zolaiitil kuddesigto z, and it can be changed.

thotv: t a tine of tztlee Conference, Dr. Eleanor Wynn has been
Imoeziatod yoritki Obandon Into/EA-science, Inc., a communications consulting firm
it 11210 Altx=ai Cftitiornia.
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In considering the workplace, a set of concepts about what is done
there and how it is done must be translated into software concepts to be
implemented in a program. This is a critical juncture, and yet the method
for doing this conceptual transfer is not at all a clear science. How a
manager, a systems analyst, or a technical person approaches a task in order
to analyze it is a situation with concepts already built into it. Certain
realities appear to be self-evident, which are in fact prejudices or
assumptions that need a careful examination in light of the task. Yet it is
often the case that the task itself and the person performing the task are
not examined in enough detail to replace the assumptions with real informa-
tion. So the great potentialities implied in the flexibility of software-
based work design are often underutilized.

One conceptual problem that arises in computerizing a task relates to
how the tusk was perceived prior to the attempt to redesign it forcomputer-
based routines. Many of the tasks and routines performed in large
organizations are based on a package of unrecognized skills provided to the
organization by the worker. The organization unknowingly has relied heavily
on the social background and implicit problem-solving abilities of its
workers, even in some of the most routine clerical tasks, to fill in the
gaps in its formal procedures. In this way the procedures were made to fit
with the varying situations encountered in the process of doing business.
Because of this, it looked as if the procedures themselves worked. In
interviews, clerical workers, have deacribed the common sense things they do
to work around a procedure as "illegal" or "cheating"; yet their activities
caused a smoOther flow of wOrk and a timely completion of sequences that
enabled the organization to meet ita own performance objectives.

Once computerization arrives, many aspects of a task must be made more
explicit. There is a belief that the proeedures, as written, work. This is
partly because they have been made to work in the past. The results can
take a number of forms; inflexibility is one well-known example. Suddenly
the structure of the paper record is transferred to the process that
produces the reeord, allowing far fewer varieties of actions than had been
the ease in the past.

When I first worked on office automation and its social implications,
my interest began with social interaction and its effect on the
communication of work-related cognitive information in the. workplace. As I
examined the conversations of clerical workers, I found that an enormous
amount of procedural and status detail was being communicated along with
more personal content. Although functionalist analysis in traditional
sociology has broken these two elements and some other "functions" out as
separate components of a task-oriented event, I felt that it waa artificial
to isolate the "taak-oriented" cognitive activity from the "affective"
social activity. Instead, I showed in detailed conversation analyses that
in oogative work the social environment is in essence the medium by which
information is conveyed. The functicmalint analysis implies that the social
environment and its information aspect ean be separated from each other.
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Moreover, I found that there mbiguity in .t.lte events that
presented themselves from the wOrld outside the organizatie=on. A regular
flow of "nonstandard" events required clerical workers to Alaterpret these
events from their common sense so as to mate sense to ti=ce procedure.
Clerical interactions involved a good deal of identificion, labeling
reconstruction of partial event histories, and, of course, 3-(=leating fields
on forms that would best fit odd facts that came in. Jx_xst one simple
instance: the form asks for a delivery addrees. The equiipment is to be
delivered to a barge to go to Alaska. The barge dock IT=Dcation is not
predetermined. A phone number must be used. Where does Ma phone number
go? It is not an address in forM but it is the functional mnaplacement for
the address. This may seem minor, but it must be recalled *bat the order
cannot go through without a completed form. The form has tat= be actionable
in the precise terms the system expects. It le possible that the procedure
will reject a telephone number in an address slot, or again, it is possible
that it will reject a form with an empty address slot.

Someone at some point has to know notto send the aeuipment to the
phone number, but instead to call the number. In the lattr case, where
would the phone number go, how would someone else figure omit how to enter
later the address once it is known? Suet mioroscopic, 5rt legalistic,
questions come up on an hourly basis in seany clerical offees. In other
instances, clerks were dealing with partial ioformation, recomastructing from
the forms and the content on them what the original context ii3ght have been,
and then deciding on actions to take from that point.

In the case of customer service, the bepresentative m=st deal with a
constantly changing history of prices that applied at the tinm of the order
that is being adjusted, or of special. Categorical pricin, arrangements.
Customer service problems almost by defieition do not fi_t the normal
procedures. Therefore, the competent customer service repreentative must
hold in her/his mine a set of patterns of Donrstandard events from the past
that will provide clues to tracking down the seources of new pr--oblems..

Many administrative jobs, especially cries involving clT=ents, require
ma or hand-holding skills called "people Alternatvely, they mayrequire negotiative skills in dealing with counterpa_rts in other
organizations and persuading them to do something that will. facilitate the
execution of procedures or the timely performance of acti_cons the otherperson is not required to do. Theme skills, which M observed in
conversational analyses, also came up in later work I did on Xield testingof work stations. In the interviews used ferthis work, I asked clerical
workers in a sales order entry office what zakills they felt er fere essential
to their jobs that were not named in their johdesoriptions. I asked these
questions over a period of a few years to perhaps 200 cler-l.cal and someprofessional workers. The responses did not differ that mez.ch between the
two. Organization of one's tasks and peeple -xoere the two
universally named characteristics, regardless of whethem- the job .was
apparently structured and regardless of whether it appered to be a
paperwork job.
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What is often missed im the attempts to do task analyses for
computerization is the evalu...tion of these components of jobs. This is
disadvantageous to theworking 1:tlerson whose job is under analysis and it isa disadvantage to the organizaion. It is possible that the computer-based
environment can accommodate thersic facta in mile fashion, but first they must
be acknowledged. Moreover the work design that results from this
accommodation is likeay to be (..i.fferent fr,:tm the one that ignores t:losefacts. What also came out im the interviews is the extent to which thesocial and cognitive components of jobs go unaccounted for and
unacknowledged. There is a dissociation, which many employees have becomeaccustomed to, between what irm actually done and what is recognized asvaluable.

People are immersed in thi.r jobs for most of their waking hours and
try to nmake sense of" and or-Aganize their Intensive environment. Becausethe employee carryingout a task= best knows the ins and outs, peculiaritiesand exoeptions, as well as -the statistical probabilities of certain
recurring situations, it is a lcmaas to the organization not to avail itself
of these details in engineering ea change of technology for that task. It isalso a loss to the sgaoyee in c5cmnitive consistency of their world and in
other rewards, however personeC2, they may Wave received from being able to
negotiate their way through thel-x* tasks.

Computerization does rasst mean a change for the worse. On thecontrary, it can be enhancing tocz) the tasks themselves and to the peopledoing them. However, it has 14mss chance of being a net improvement to the
organization if the degree of ngm-anularityn needed for analysis, that is,the level of detail available -Lc the task worker, is ignored. The reasons
the employee's point of view maar be ignored have to do with some of the
conceptions referred to earliemr. One is an assumption about the task and
the person doing it that equates pay scale, level in the organization, andformal credentials with raw intelligence and the ability to reason about
something close to the person's xperience.

Beyond the assumption abc,ut people and tasks, there is an assumption
about how to do research. Zoientism is rampant in bureaucratic
organizations, presenting a major victory of form over substance in
information-gathering. Certain notions about the validity of peoples'
statements appear to have been carried forward from earlier generations of
psychological research. I can fl_rid no other way to explain the prejudiceagainst taking a person's assesnents at face value. This belief imposes a
dissociative distance upon resear--ch that discredits the most reliable sourceof information, the participamt. It seems to be believed that distance,rather than proximity to a probln or person, creates more truth about it.In fact, it is greater detail, -which comes from greater proximity and more
natural interaction, that presen.s the most useful information about a task.

Although much valid psyclmological research has been done in large
organizations, and this disciplimafa is preferred over the social sciences per
se, there is a trap in the psychc>aogical focus. The trap is that this focus
portrays an organization as a col_Mection of individual psyches rather than a
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social group. It tends to treat the views of these individuals as highly
subjective, that is, as having no reliable basis in reality. There is a
tendency to focus on people's "attitudes" as totally subjective entities,
implying a lack of adjustment and maturity, should these attitudes not favor
the program. MY Preference would be to start by regarding the participants'
points of view as practical Concerns and reactions to real situations,
rather than gloss over them as "resistance.

There is an important difference to be drawn here, since I appear to
be saying that low-level employees reason and that management and analysts
have "attitudes." This difference has to do with the amount of exposure to
the subject in question. I am asserting that an individual of average
intelligence reasons competently about things that are daily practical
concerns for him or her. This same Individual is likely to hold unexamined
assumptions about those things that are remote from daily activity. In
office automation, I have seen management and consultants attempting to
reason about things from which they are remote--someone's daily taskswhile
ignoring that person's view of her/his tasks.

I have tome across another symptom of the lack of clear conceptual
focus in reference to the category of people using computers. That
vagueness is demonstrated in the range of values represented in the term
"user"--the indUstry's word for bOth individuals and collections of people
who use the equipment. Three different entities are being referred to by
the term "user," entities varying greatly along dimensions of power and
accorded ability to speak for their own interests.

Firat, the organization, meaning the whole company, ia a user. This
is the sense of user that is meant when a market analyst is asked to go out
and find out what the users want. These users are taken seriously. What
they say they are and what they say they want are likely to be aecommodated
in vendors' offerings.

Another level of user is a department. Departments have the power to
make a case for themselves and negotiate, but they are subject to overall
"system" mandates. Induatry journals frequently eXhort in editorial columns
on the need to "pay attention to the users' needs." By this they mean that
data processing centers ahould stop having such a pure teohnology focus and
get more of a business focus, that is, pay attention to the departments.

The least understood and least represented level of user is the
individual who actually uses computer-based equipment to do u nondata
processing job. Even within this category, there are inequities based on
level, since the profeasiOnal now has discretion in many large organizations
to select personal computing equipment, or not to. The level of veer this
conference is concerned with is primarily the person with the le4st power
and voioe to articulate her needs or even describe her own tasks, and who
tends to be observed through the agency of third parties rather than
directly taken at face value. Thus, this user is most in need of attention
from qualified researchers.
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Since the actual users of computer-based equipment are represented, if
at all, through third parties, I would recommend a highly qualitative and
involved approach as one key method of relaying this user's concerns. This
information oan then be integrated into a new job design or system
representation, which may be different from the old one but will contain the
essential functional elements. Another alternative is for organizations
themselves to involve these users more, not so much In selecting equipment
as in providing perspective on the tasks that can come only from them.

What woUld be the purpose of doing things differently from the way
they are-presently being done? Like any other entity, a large company's
first objectiVe is survival, and with the widest possible margin of safety.
So it is to this interest that we would appeal to in asking for a different
approach to understanding the implementation of technology. This different
approach is in the interest of the organization, because it concerns the
organization's appreciation of its own workings. The point I am making is
in some ways a philosophical one. Organizations would be required to
redefine themselves, to examine themselves and their own detailed inner
workings much more carefully and in a different way in order to automate.
The reason is that there have been implicit, informal, unacknowledged
processes working in their behalf that they have not had to account for
previously, because these things took care of themselves out of the social
and cognitive capabilities of their employees. When a change of means is
undertaken, these processes may be interrupted or altered. It is therefore
useful to know what they are before changing,.so that these values can be
traded off as precisely as the other values that more commonly find their
way into corporate decision models. A much more sophisticated level of
research is required to meet this objective than has been the case in the
past.

Volume also helps. The isolated ease study or survey, done out of the
context of a body of research, or of an institution or professional
association to critique the ideas and results, does not advance the state of
knowledge much. On the contrary, it can lead off on some odd track or put
new myths and misconceptions into circulation. Moreover, it is easy to
discredit. There it is appropriate for qualified social science researchers
from major universities to involve themselves in this arena, if only to
cruate some critical mass of work and thinking.

Speaking to those professionals who want to be a part of this general
research effort: you haVe to speak the language. Rhetoric that does not
appeal to the interesta of business is easy to discount. It is virtually
impossible to go up against a tide as large as the technological and
economic forces moving automation. But at this point it is not 30 difficult
to direct it as it might seem. This is because the industry and the user
organizations themaelves eXperience so many uncertainties in prioisely the
areas we have been discussing. Only from their perspective, the question is
how to recover the investment in automation. These two apparently opposite
interests of return on investment and working person's issues do converge at
places, and it is in the interest of all to locate those points of
convergence.
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I realize that the cooperative model represented here looks naive to
some. For instance, it can be said that employees do themselves a
disservice by passing their work knOwledge over to the corporation. my vieW
is that the interaction in itself is more likely than not to be benefiCial
In creating a bridge between levels in organizations and producing more
appreCiation for administrative tasks. For now I will rest with the
assumption that a cooperative and Mutually beneficial change is possible,
and that what I have said points to some simple and yet trradicalu means of
carrying it out. What is wradicalff is a different way of attending to what
is invisible and yet obvious all around in the organization: its human
intelligence.
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Workshop

arch Issues

WORKSHOP REPORTS

_sent Issues

Interest at the aggregate level focused on the question: In what
areas should we be moving, beyond case studies in Insurance and banking, to
help aggregate studies? Participants suggested the following areas:

o State and local government
o Health care
o Self-employment
o Temporary work
O Multiple job holding
o Small businesses including manufacturing

Comments

O Case studies should be more focused and should provide more data
intelligence across disciplines. For example, as a part of field work,
there is a need to collect information that would include an economic
framework. One of the ways to avoid losing knowledge from the fieldwork is
to develop a standardized format that scholars could agree upon across
disciplines.

o There is a need for international studies so that the United States
can begin to explore what is occurring in the rest of the world. What is
going on in the rest of the world, however, is not necessarily indicative of
what can or ahould be done in this country.

o There Is a need to communicate research in very clear terms, to
help managers understand that it is in their best interest to make jobs more
interesting.

o There is a need for researchers to have aOcess to workers In order
to talk directly with them, so that research studies reflect the workers'
perceptions.

o Research is expensive and there Is littl_ flinding to do macro-
level work in the area of "the employment impacts of technological change."
Serious thinking must be done on how to set priorities, considering what
fUnding is available for this research.

Workaho. 11.

Research Issues

evel Research on Clerical_

There was strong support for case studies as a method for getting hard
data on the effects of new technology on office work and women. Toward that
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consensus, several framework questions
consideration by researchers.

e raised as points for

- -What is a case?

--What are the questions to consider in conductln
--What evidence would be needed?
--What is the audience?
- -What are the resource questions?
--Can the researcher get access to the ease site?

ease tudy?

It was noted that the assumptions one might have about what questions
to ask would probably drive the shape of the case and ultimately its
conclusions. Assumptions about the audienes also impact on the shape of the
case.

In considering what topics might properly be for casework rather than
pursued by a survey or other vehicle, the following issues were identified
as areas for ease studies.

o Quality_ of jobs, including invisible work and invisible
requirements in job descriptions where invisible refers to something that is
either taoit, unaccounted for, or possibly unremunerated; and the causes 0f
job loss and ways of averting it.

o Career ladders, tracing individuals through the different types of
functions and positions they might hold. What kinds of jobs are created
along the way as new technologies are adopted? Does technology homogenize
skill requirements to make people more interchangeable? How does that
Phenomenon or process interact with training, and can training be used to
shape what happens to skill requirements? How do the skill changes borne of
technology relate to growing roles of temporary workers, for example?

O Organizational issues, showing differences according to size of the
office, type of industry, type of product, extent to which employees are
involved in decisionmaking, and the role that technology plays in mediating
the various changes within the organization.

o Equal OPPortunity, looking at office automation as a system and as
a proOess changing an organization, and seeing over time which employees
advance, noting differences, if any, by race, age, sex, and classification.
In the area of Classification, the concern is the dichotomy between exempt
workers and nonexempt workers: ir the worker is exempt the interest may be
in protections; if the worker is nonexempt the interest may be in
opportunities for promotion.

Other topics suggested for case studies include:

o Electronic monitoring of workers
o Offshore work
O Worker involvement in the implication or application of new

technologies
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O Re urn on investments of trainl
than productivityw).

(a larger issue

IdenIlaIng_Iagues f2E_EWITIMOntal_Mg01111

Suggestions for demonstration programs considered the importance of
the following factors:

--involving clerical workers or end users in the planning and design
of office automation;

--recognizing and building on the invisible skills of clerical
workers;

--introducing office automation in such a way as to develop and
enhance career oPportunities;

--building in training and retraining options;

aking cognizance of women's needs for day care;

- -redesigning and reorganizing jobs so that they are enriched rather
than impoverished or deskilled;

- -increasing pay rather than decreasing it from its already low
levels;

--breaking down racial and gender segregation in internal occupational
classifications.

Concepts, including their rationale, were offered by participants for
e experimental programs.

O Involve clerical workers In the d n use and evaluation of
Software. The project would examine the kinds of skills that clerical
workers use and would .develop them still fUrther. It would be related to
job redesign and would also entail a Olose examination of how information is
:transmitted among and between people directly and through software. A
critical part of this project would be an evaluation of this project based
on two sets of Oriteria--job satisfaction on the part of clerical workers
and productivity on the part of employera.

O Conduct a Glom _rative eriment to introduce _office automation in
kto_differentith. One way wOuld be more or less standard,
with a profeSsional trainer; the other would be with trained peer role
models, that is, women cleriOal workers who have already gone through the
process. They'Would train people who are not familiar with the new
technology and ;Mad do so in great depth, enabling the trainees to take
apart their machines and understand their innermost workings.

-11e-
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o Set up an automated office operation that is owned and controlled
in a democratic fa hsion by its employees. It would sell the services of how
to automate offices in a constructive way--how to build, create, generate,
and sell information services, including software. An integral part of such
a demonstration project would be to espouse a set of work values different
from the prevailing ones, and it would incorporate flexible ways of working
and innovative ways of solving technological problems. It also would teach
business skills to self-employed women.

(It was pointed out in the workshop that similar pro ects exist that
are called service bureaus; and they are created by people who quit being
word processors and started their own word processing business and
consulting firms.)

o Develop_a_process for addressing the needs_cf women for complete
and accurate information about office automation. This project would
prepare women to seek Implementation of office automation in a way that is
beneficial to them.

o Create a successful 'racticos file where funded demonstration
ro acts as well as nonfunded ones, and related_information_would be

compiled,_computerized, analyzed,_ and_shared. There would be subfiles as
well that deal with specific issues such as worker ownership or child care.
There also would be a referral agency so that potential clients could find
cases that might be applicable to them and could contact the sources
directly. (It was suggested that the Women's Bureau carry out this
project.)

Comments

- -Any pro ect that might be considered a demonstration model should
start with a corehave as a prerequisite a core of women who have expressed
dissatisfaction with their current circumstances and have made a commitment
to involve themselves in developing alternatives.

- -Women have many roles and responsibili ies. The kinds of
demonstration projects and changes which might be useful at the workplace
need to be sensitive to women's other responsibilities.

--There are philosophiCal issues which resolve around values. The
possible divergence and convergence of the interests and needs of women
clerical workers on the one hand and management on the other is a concern.

OTHER RESEARCH IDEAS

A number of ideas for a research agenda were ahared by participants in
the "Roundtable" and group discussion. Those suggestions are summarized
here in terms of the research objectives eXpressed.
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Employment Prosmets

o To acquire data on the speed with which computers are spreading,
how the rquipment is being used and in which occupations it is being used.

o To develop processes to reduce the uncertainty in projections of
technological change and its impact on employment, using a more diverse
approach to research which looks at vendors of equipment as well as user
organizations.

o To answer such questions as: What kinds of jobs and how many are
created or destroyed by office automation? Does automation affect the
employment prospects of workers differently, by race, age, other factors?

o To gather empirical data on the export of clerical work to other
co ries.

Comment: Corporations spend millions of dollars in market research
a-_ s udies to be more certain about the future, but who is investing the
effort needed to reduce uncertainties in the interest of the worker?

Pay_Equity and_Career OPPortunitY

o To help understand the intersections between pay equity and office
automation. Studies would identify more carefully the technological level
of the company and of the programs being undertaken, and would provide
insight into the seemingly contradiCtory research where some studies find
deskilling of clerical work and Others find upgrading, or where some
describe a pattern of upskilling but downw _ng.

o To determine how the organizational setting and conditions of work
affect Skills and career mobility of workers, that is, whether the scope of
training and the freedom and time workers have to develOp skills on new
systems relate closely to career mobility.

o To examine problems caused by the distance between the designers of
systems and the people involved with the content of work, such as the people
in word proceaSing pools.

o To identify and analyze company practices in various settings that
contribute to a skills gap or polarization--What the job structure is in a
given company versus what it is-for the office work force as a whole. Also,
to identify cOmpany practiOes that provide positive modelS to keep
opportunities open.

o To develop uSer/worker designed and iniauenced studies which ask
such questions as: What skills did yOU use before your job waS Changed by
new technology and were they recognized and rewarded by your employer?
which of those faded away and which carried over? and which of the new
skills as well as the ammnrcnrer skills are recognized and rewarded by your
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employer? What do you think is important about your job? How do you think
the oompany is miSmanaging your area of work?

Comment: To tap the individual experiences of clerical workers, both
se study reSearch and longer range research are needed.

Job Satisfaotion

o To answer such questions as: How is job satisfaction or success
defined in terms of skills needed to be successful in word processing? What
is the relationship between satisfaction in a word processing job and length
of Employment, or the time between the implementation of word processins and
that particular study? How do people adapt to technology at different
stages of the implementation process?

o To examine workers' pereonaliUes and work environmental factors
concurrently, in order to clarify the relationship between the two.

o To look at the interaction between work environment, implementation
modelS, and worker personality characteristics.

ual_OPpOrtunitY/Training

o To determine what are the effects, if any, of technology on older
women clerical workers. To what extent are they not gaining equal access tO
training opportunities?

o To answer such questions as: What impact is new technology havins
on black -women workers who have made an upgrade to clerical work? Is
training helping them to keep pace or will those jobs be taken away as
certain clerical workers become lower management? What is needed to develop
more effective training programs?

o To determine any changes in the supervision of jobs. What types of
measures are coming out of technology? What are some of the value systems
that are designetinto teOhnology that permit it to have capability for
electronio monitoring and excessive measuring?

o To explere the issue of labeling office workers who use
tech_-logical equipment--why not call them skilled machine operators?

o To look at the transformation of white-collar work in general in
the office place and how the entire functions are being distributed.

Comments: Reaearch on the quality ofjobs should tie in career
ladders and raCial nondiscrimination policies with what companies have,to
gain in terms of their current investment and productivity.
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New ways must be found to link equal opportunity in the workplace with
issues of access to and discrimination in education, particularly in higher
education, because of both the sharp rise in the threshold of skills
demanded from people entering new jobs and the increasing tendency of firms
to hire trained personnel directly from the external labor market.

Home-Based Work

o To answer such questions as: Who is working at home and under what
conditions? How do they feel about it in terms of their own psychology?
(Micro-level research) How vulnerable is this group in terma of pay and
other working conditions? (Macro-level research)

o To determine what are the benefits plans for women working at hi
on auto ated equipmentwill they be disadvantaged at retirement age?

o To examine the effects on women of performing clerical work at
home, to determine how to best protect the worker in the home under a
variety of conditions, and to create other alternatives so tha'; women's
choices are less constrained than they are now.
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Apmadj_.x A

CONFERENCE AGENDA

9:00 a.m. WELCOME TO THE ACADEMY

Dr. Roslyn Feldberg, Conference Chair
Panel on Technology and Women's Employment
Murray Research Center, Radcliffe College

OPENING REMARKS

rrr. Lenora Cole Alexander
Director
Women's Bureau

CONFERENCE GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

Dr. Mary Murphree ConTerence Coordinator
Women's Bureau

9:15 a.m. ROUNDTABLE: DEFINING THE ISSUFZ

Employment Prospects
Carol Jusenius Romero
National Commission for Employment Policy

Quality of JobS
Bonnie M. Johnson
INTEL Corporation

Fay Equity and Career Opportunity
Judith Gregory
Department for Professional Employees, AFL-CIO

Training and Retraining
Joyce Dudley
American Federation of State, Colknty, and Municipal Employees

ftployment Discrimination in Today's and Tomorrow's Economy
Thierry Noyelle
Columbia University

Working Conditions: Health, Safety, and Stress
Barbara Cohen
National institute for Occupational Safety and Health
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Women and HoMe-Based Work
Kathleen Christensen
Center for Human Environments
City University of New York, Graduate School

5 a.m. GROUP DISCUSSION

0 a.m. BREAK

11: 5 a.m. INTRODUCTION OF KEYNOTE SPEAKER

12:15 P.m.

1:30-
3:45 p.m.

Clinton M. Wright
Deputy Director
Womenfe Bureau

Office Automation: A Bri_
Eleanor Wynn
Bell Northern Research

LUNCH

SIMULTANEOUS WORKSHOPS

_ry of Thought

War- op I: Macro-Level Research on Clerical
EMployment Issues

(Potential job loss; changes in
occupational structures, compensation and
working conditions' and data needs)

Facilitators: Russell Rumberger, Standford Universi
Roberta McKay, Womenfs Bureau

Rapporteur: Timothy Hunt, W.E. Upjohn Institute for
Employment Research

Workahop II: Mlero-Level Research on Clerical Work
(implementing change in organizations,
shifting work roles; case study methodology

Facil a ors: Robert Yin and GWendolyn Moore, Cosmos
Corporation

Mnrphree, in B- eau
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Rap- r-eur: Marjore Blumenthal, Office of Technology
Asseemssment

Workshop III: Ident.BLrying Issues for Esverisental
( Su coessful Women's Bureau demonstration
preMeots; models for office automation)

Facili ators: MichSeas1 Baker, The Educational Fund for
IndivaLdual Rights
Owendom,lyn Wong, Women's Bureau

Presentation: John BE3everly, Women's Bureau

Rapporteur: Karen &smoke, Business and Professional
Women' a Foundation

4:00 p.m. WORKSHOP REPORTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5:30 p.m. RECEPTION
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COMBINE PLANNING GROUP

Advisors and Staff

Panel on Technology and Women's Employment, National Research Couno_J. /

National Academy of Sciences, _Members: Heidi Hartmann (Study Vireo or),
Roslyn Feldberg, Tamar Hermann, Robert Kraut, Louise Tilly.

Women's Bureau, U.S. Department of Labor: Roberta McKay, Collis P"oladllips,
Clinton Wright

Women's Bureau, U.S. Department of Labor, Coordinators: Ch
Mary Murphree; Assistant: Linda Groff.

n and

Panel op Technology and Women's Employment, National Research Counc-X/
National Academy of Sciences, Coordinator: Lucile DiGirolamo; Aifltant
Katherine Autin.



Appendix B

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

LeT7Arlora Cole Alexander
Dirmnector, Women's Bureau
U.:23. Department of Labor
Wwsmahington, D.C.

Bemmlamin C. Amick, III
Anllyst, Office of
Mrechnology Assessment

U.EE3. Congress
Waesabington, D.C.

Ei...een Applebaum
Asemsociate Professor
Der=Nartment of Economics
Tem2xple University
PhIaLladelphia, Pennsylvania

Kat=berine Autin
Stif'f Assistant, Coittee
c=xlm Women's Employment and
Ritelated Social Issues

Naional Academy of Sciences
Wssmanington, D.C.

Mic=12ael A. Baker
Re=earch Director
Edicational Fund
New- York, New York

13.arbara Baran
Deirtment of City and
ltegional Planning

Utaversity of Californi
Bergceley, California

Ste...we Beakman
Indamistrial Union Department

Waaftington, D.C.

Detie Bell
AMe=eican Federation of State,
C=unty and Municipal Employees,
ALCIO

NeW York, New York

John R. Beverly
Chief, Division of Program

Evaluation and Review
Women's Bureau
U.S. Department of Labor
Washington, D.C.

Marjorie Blumenthal
Project Director, Office of

Technology Assessment
U.S. Congress
Washington, D.C.

Eileen Boris
Department of History
Howard University
Washington, D.C.

Kathleen Eurlew
Department of Psychology
University of Cincinnati
Cinoinnati, Ohio

Valerie Carter
Department of Sociology
University of Connecticut
Storrs, Connecticut

Dennis Chamot
Department for Profess onal

Ehtployees, AFL-CIO
Washington, D.C.

Cynthia H. Chertos
Research Director
Center for Women
In Government

State University of New York
Albany, New York

Kathleen Christensen
Associate Director
Center for Human Environments
City University of New York
Graduate School
New York, New York
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Vary T. =odes
Project Wireetor
Office (3 Technology Asses
U.S. Canmwess
Washingt=n, D.C.

Barbara aG.F. Cohen
Research Psychologist
National Institute for

Occupa-Lional Safety axid
Um:lira:la-Li, Ohio

Lucile 1)Oirolamo
staff .fte=istant
Committe-ca on Women }Implement

and Flen.ated Social Ism. lea
National Academy of Scienos
Washingt-son, D.C.

Faye Dt.toMin
Associst-te Director
New York University
New York , New York

Larry Draake
Labor 50.innonist
Bureau O Labor Statistics
U.S. Delomartamet of Labor
Washingtimon, D.C.

Joyce Pandley
AS3iStatIM Director
Educatiosta Fund
American Federation of Stgt,

County and Municipal
lanploY.ees, AFL-CIO

New York , New York

Jul ie Ph. Early
Amerioat Associa ion for tjati

Advanowement of Sciences
Washingtaon, D.C.

Elisabetrb Elnaudi
Service BEnployees Inter

Union
Washingt=n, D.C.

Roslyn PIldberg
Murry Ple=earch Center
Radcliftwa College
CambridR, Massachusetts
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B=yza Shore Fraser
Surdor Associate
NI.tional Institute for Work

and Learning
W.shington, D.C.

Pen&tricia Friediasad
Tc=isk Force on WoMexand Office

Automation
Cc=mmmunity Service Soiety
Nemm York, New York

Itiren Gamble
An=aalyst, Office or Teohnology

Assessment
US. Congress
WI=Jshington, D.C.

Elwelyn Glenn
_Alsociate Professor
1:partment of Scatology
fl_orida State University
'1.11_11ahassee, Florida

Cl=aarity Goodman
C=Inference Co-Coordinator
Vkzimmeni et Bureau (Consultant)
0 S. Department of' Labor
Syll-shington, D.C.

J=an Greenbaum
so elate Profeeaor, City
University of New York

N.Ta York, New York

Jtamelith Gregory
liseareh Associate
Ve=partment for Professional

Ebtployees, AFL--CIO
Wardhington, D.C.

Liinda B. Groff
$t--aff Assistant
Woixnen's Bureau ConsUltant)
V. S. Department of Labor

Va_t-bara Gutek
.115-23oeiate Profeessor
ra-culty in Psychology
Ci aremont Graduate Sohool
Cl aremont, California



Heidi I. Hart=
Study Director
Committee on Venen's Empi oyman

and ReletedSseial Issues
National Acadayof Sciences
Wadhington,

Randy Hodson
Department of So iology
University or Texas at Austin
Austin, Texas

William Hoffman
Chairman, Professional, Technical,

and Salaried Conference Board
IUE, AFL-CIO
Schenectady, Ilew York

Timothy C. Hunt
Senior Research Economist
W.E. Upjohn Inshitue for

Employment Iiesearch
Kalamazoo, Mdohigan

Kristine Iversa
Professional &Of
U.S. Senate Cc ittee on Labor
and HUMaX1 Remmces

Washington, D.C.

Howard Jenkins
(Representing aeic _ins)
Opportunities Industra1.Lzation
Center

Washington, D.C.

Bonnle M. Johnson
_Manager, OfficeSystems
Development, MEL Corp

Santa Clara, California

Stephen Marc Klein
Partner, ContentArohitects
New York, New Yak

Phillips Kraft
Center for Survey Research
University of Esseachusetts
Boston, Massachusetts

Roberta McKay
Economist, Womenle Burean
U.S. Departmentd Labor
Waaihington,

Barbara Makmoris
Wider OpportHtunities for Women
Wadhington, D.C.

Shirley l'W.CNCIOM

Office of ONAPPortunities In Science
American Aammsociation for the
Advancemexiot of Science

Washington, D.C.

Donald W. Mammals
Senior ConeLaltant
Artnur D. L2eLttle, Inc.
Cambridge, !riatsachusetts

Gwendolyn Moore
Vice Presint
Ccanes Cerp=oration
WaShington, D.C.

Mary MUrniarc=pe
Conference C=oordinator
Women's Buremsau (Consultant)
U.S. Departmesent of Labor
Washington, D.C.

Thierry J. NiWoyelle
Research 3Ohmaolar, Conservation
of Human Mateaources

Columbia University
New York, Vemww York

Margrethe 0. Olson
Associate Professor
New York Uni=versity
New York, Seem York

CcIlic N. Phillip
Chief, Officmwe of Policy Analysis
and Informtion

Women's Buremmau
U.S. Departm.dent of Labor
Washington, BED.C.

Sara E. Ei%
Director of 3CResearch
Women's Reserch and Education
Institute

Washington, MED.C.

Carol Judenimas Romero
Staff Econosttist
National Comx=nission for

Employment Policy
Washinston, MIO.C.
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Diana Rt=zoose

Sesearcla Director
9 to 5 National Association'
of Wcmrking Women
Clevelsniad, Ohio

Jackie Muff

Servica Employees Internatiobs1
Uniefli.,,, AFL-CIO

lieehihstzlibon, D.C.

RUBeel). W. Rumberger
Senior P__Elesearch Associate
Stanfccel University
Stauforl, California

guTMLAmmacks
Rems./.01=a Director
MdhePEE3 and Professionl Wo
FoundaEation

SeahibigtzLon, D.C.

Weie SE3chneider
bbriclagge, Massachusetts

Bowl', Guy Sheftall
DirectOr=0,,Women's Center
Wool College
44mta Georgia

Uharti ShOre
1peat =if Labor-Management
kaatiltons

bep=artment of Labor
Smhingittdon, D.C.

SetriOsEa Sparks
.loccltateJbe Executive Director
emlmakit=ty Council of Greater
Raw 50cmrk

NewrcOmbc, New York

Hey TelltMo

CoalWocmn of Labor Union WOrile0
Oroharcl Park, New York

Siman40 Teegarden
Socatlomire Office of Economi0
fifTer
Wort, Massachusetts

Elizabeth Waldman
Senior Economist
Bureau of Labor Statistics
U.S. Department of Labor
Washington, D.C.

Laura Walker
Acting Director
Center for Education and Research
Coalition of Labor Union Women
Washington, D.C.

Gwen Wells
Research/Education Director
Office of Professional Employees,

International Union, AFL-CIO
New York, New York

Milton Wilson
Office of the Dean
School of Business and Public
Administration

Howard University
Washington, D.C.

Gwendolyn Wong
Chief, Division of Experimental

Programs
Women's Bureau
U.S. Department of Labor
Washington, D.C.

Clinton M. Wright
Deputy Director
Women's Bureau
U.S. Department of Labor
Washington, D.C.

Eleanor Wynn
Market Analyst
Bell Northern Research
Mountain View, California

Robert Yin
President
Cosmos CorporaAon
Washington, D.C.
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